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INTRODUCTION 
In many a p p l i c a t i o n s of mathemat ics to p r a c t i c a l problems^ i t i s 
n e c e s s a r y to de te rmine the s o l u t i o n of a l i n e a r system of e q u a t i o n s . One 
b a s i c approach toward s o l v i n g t h i s type problem i s to conver t the problem 
to one of f i nd ing a f i x e d po in t of an e q u i v a l e n t system by some i t e r a t i v e 
method. 
A s o l u t i o n to a l i n e a r sys tem, say Ax = b , where A i s an nxn 
n o n - s i n g u l a r matr ix , , w i l l be a f i x e d po in t of the equa t ion 
( 1 ) x = x + C (b - Ax) . 
T h i s l a t t e r e q u a t i o n can be made i n t o the i t e r a t i v e scheme 
(2) x t + 1 = x t + C t(b - Axt) , t > 0 , 
which w i l l converge to a f i x e d po in t of ( l ) and the s o l u t i o n of Ax = b 
i f s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s a r e p l a c e d on the ^^* s ° T h i s paper w i l l p r e s e n t 
a d i s c u s s i o n of a s p e c i a l t ype of such i t e r a t i v e methods c a l l e d p r o j e c t i v e 
i t e r a t i v e methods 0 
In Chapter I the d e f i n i t i o n of a p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e scheme i s 
g i v e n , examples of p r o j e c t i v e schemes a r e d i s c u s s e d ^ end the q u e s t i o n of 
when an i t e r a t i v e scheme i s a p r o j e c t i v e method i s answeredo In Chapter 
I I the q u e s t i o n s of e q u i v a l e n c e of an i t e r a t i v e scheme to the o r i g i n a l 
system and convergence of the i t e r a t i v e scheme a r e d i s c u s s e d * F i n a l l y i n 
Chapter I I I p r o p e r t i e s of a p a r t i c u l a r c l a s s of p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e 
schemes, known a s norm reduc ing schemes^ a r e i n v e s t i g a t e d . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO PROJECTIVE ITERATIVE SCHEMES 
Here b a s i c d e f i n i t i o n s and p r o p e r t i e s w i l l be covered , examples of 
p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e schemes w i l l be g i v e n , and the q u e s t i o n of what schemes 
can be thought of a s p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e schemes w i l l be d i scussedo 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 1 . The i t e r a t i v e scheme 
( 1 . 1 ) x t + 1 = (I - C t A ) x t + C t b , t > 0 , 
i s c a l l e d a p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e method i f , and on ly i f , each P = I - C A ? 
for t > 0 , i s a p r o j e c t i o n . 
P r o p e r t i e s of P r o j e c t i o n s 
Because many of the r e s u l t s e s t a b l i s h e d l a t e r i n t h i s paper r e q u i r e 
the use of s e v e r a l b a s i c p r o p e r t i e s of p r o j e c t i o n s , i t w i l l f a c i l i t a t e 
t h i s s tudy i f t h e s e p r o p e r t i e s a r e e s t a b l i s h e d p r i o r to the main d e v e l o p ­
ment of p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e methods. 
Theorem 1.1s I f P i s a p r o j e c t i o n , P / 0 , and |f ° || i s a m a t r i x 
norm, then ||p|| > 1 . 
Proofs For a non-zero p r o j e c t i o n P, the s p e c t r a l r a d i u s i s 
equa l to one ? r (p ) = L For a m a t r i x norm„ 
o 
l|P|l >*„ (P) . o 
Hence, r^ (p ) = 1 < | | P | | 0 
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Theorem 1.2s The matrix P = I - CAS where A is a non-singular matrix 
is a projection if, and only if, CAC = C, 
Proof? First it is assumed that P is a projection. Then 
PP = P. Therefore ,^ 
(I - CA)(I - CA) - (I - CA) 
or 
I - CA - CA + CACA = I - CA „ 
Hence,, 
CACA = CA 
But A is non=singulars so CAC = C. 
Now suppose CAC = C. 
PP = (I - CA)(I - CA) = I - CA - CA + CACA 
But CAC = C s so CACA = CA. Thus 
PP = I - CA - CA + CA = I - CA = P . 
Hencej, P is a projection 
Theorem 1.3s Let G be a positive definite nxn matrix and Y be a 
nxk matrix,, where k is a fixed integer satisfying 1 < k < ns and the 
columns of Y are linearly independent* Then Y*GY is non-singular0 
Proofs It suffices to show Y*GY is positive definite since 
this implies Y*GY is non-singular. Let x be a k-dimensional vector0 
3 
Then 
x*(Y*GY)x = (Yx)*G(Yx) . 
Since G is positive definite, 
(Yx)*G(Yx) > 0 
with equality holding if, and only if, Yx = 0. Now Yx is a linear 
combination of the columns of Y and hence can be the zero vector if, and 
only if, x = 0 since the columns of Y are linearly independent. Thus 
x*(Y*GY)x > 0 
for all x with equality if, and only if, x = 0. Therefore Y*GY is 
positive definite and hence non-singular. 
Theorem 1 . 4 : Let Y be an nxk matrix, 1 < k < n, with linearly 
independent columns. Let G be a positive definite matrix. Then 
P = (I - Y(Y*GY)'1Y*G) 
is a projection. 
Proof: From Theorem 1.3 (Y*GY) * exists and hence P is well 
defined. 
PP = (I - Y(Y*GY)"1Y*G)(I - Y^GY)'^^) 
PP = I - 2Y(Y*GY)"1Y*G + Y(Y*GY)"1Y*GY(Y*GY)"1Y*G 
Now (Y*GY)"1Y*GY = I. Hence 
4 
PP = I - 2Y(Y*GY)"1Y*G + YI(Y*GY)"1Y»G , 
or 
PP = I - y(y*gy)_1y*g = P . 
Hence P i s a p r o j e c t i o n . 
Examples of P r o j e c t i v e I t e r a t i v e Schemes 
In o rde r for t he r e a d e r to become b e t t e r a c q u a i n t e d wi th the i d e a 
of p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e methods, s e v e r a l examples of i t e r a t i v e schemes for 
s o l v i n g Ax = b which can be thought of i n t h i s manner a r e now c i t e d , 
I . G a u s s - S e i d e l I t e r a t i v e Scheme 
Under t h i s scheme the t ^ i t e r a t i o n i s g i v e n by 
(1.2) V V i ^ t - i ^ - ' V i 1 
where , for 1 < t < n, 
° t - l ! 0 ! 
_! j _ 
0 
c t - l = 0 
i 1 i i a« i 0 
0 i 0 i n- t 
0^ deno te s the kxk zero m a t r i x , and for t > n + 1, 
C t - 1 = C ( t - l ) m o d n 
( ( t - l ) m o d n being used to denote the remainder when t-1 i s d i v i d e d 
by n ) . 
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Theorem L 5 ; The Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme (1.2) is a projective 
iterative scheme0 
Proofs It need only be shown that I - C^_A is a projection for 
t > 0. From the fact that the c t ' s a r e repeated and from Theorem 1.2, 
it is sufficient to show that C i^C^ = C for 1 < t < n. 
c t - i A = 
° t - l i 0 ! 0 







a t t !
 0 
t 0 
0 ' i 










c t - i A = 
. . !tn 
a. a a 
tt tt tt 
0 
c t - l A c t - l 
0 
a t l a t t 
a t t a t t a t t 
° t - l s 0 ; 
_ i _ 
0 
0 j i | 
a t t j 
0 
— — — — J . 
0 ; 0 j 
°n-t J 
c t - l A c t - l 0° • »0 
tt 
a t t a t t 
0- • -0 
= c t-1 
Thus by Theorem 1.2, I - C is a projection for 1 < t < n. Hence 
I - C A is a projection for all t > 0. Thus the Gauss-Seidel iterative 
6 
s c h e m e i s a p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e s c h e m e . 
I I . B l o c k G a u s s - S e i d e l I t e r a t i v e S c h e m e 
F o r t h e s y s t e m A x - b , l e t t h e m a t r i x A b e p a r t i t i o n e d i n 
t h e f o r m 
LAN1 ANNJ 
w h e r e e a c h A _ s 1 < i < N , i s a s q u a r e n o n - s i n g u l a r m a t r i x . L e t v ^ 
b e t h e n u m b e r o f r o w s A . , h a s f o r e a c h i , 1 < i < N , a n d l e t 
i i 3 
i 
pi = I vj • 
j = i 
x s t 
T h e n t h e ( t + l ) i t e r a t i o n f o r t h e b l o c k G a u s s - S e i d e l s c h e m e i s g i v e n 
b y 
( 1 . 3 ) x = x + C ( b - A x t ) , t > 0 , 
w h e r e f o r 0 < t < N - l , 
p t i 0 | 
j 
0 






A ' 1 I 
t + l t + 1 1 





o ; 0 
n
-
p t + l -
and for t > N, 
t t m o d N 
Theorem l„6s T h e b l o c k 3 a u s s ~ S e i d e l i t e r a t i v e s c h e m e (l->3) i s a p r o j e c 
t i v e i t e r a t i v e s c h e m e c 
P r o o f s I t n e e d o n l y b e s h o w n t h a t I - C^A i s a p r o j e c t i o n f o r 
e a c h t > 0 , F r o m t h e f a c t t h a t t h e C _ , / ' s r e p e a t a n d f r o m T h e o r e m 1 Q 2 
i t n e e d o n l y b e s h o w n t h a t . 
t - ' l t ~ l t " l 
f o r 1 < t < N o 
C t ~ l A " 
0 
P , c H t - 1 . 
0 [ A •> 0 
t t t '' 
0 * 0 
1 1 
l t l 
A , 
N - P t j _ < M i 
I N 
' t - 1 A = A71AJ.. 
t t t i 
A . A , 
t t t t 
C t - l A C t - l 
A^A 
t t t l 
A t t A t t 
A A
 T 
t t + i V | 
A " " A 
t t t N 
0 p 0 
t t 
8 
c t - i A C t - i 0 A u A t t A « 0 't-i 
Thus I - C^ __^ A is a projection for I < t < M3 and since the ^ '^s 
repeat, the block Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme is a projective iterative 
scheme. 
III. Method of Steepest Descent 
Here it is assumed that the matrix A is real, positive definite^ 
and symmetric. Under these assumptions 
- 1 / 2 ||x||A = fx* Ax) 
defines a vector norm, 
Now if one denotes the solution of the system Ax = b by u 
and defines s = u-x where x is any vector, the problem of finding 
the solution of Ax = b can be considered as the problem of finding the 
vector x for which 
g(x) - II s III 
A 
— 9 
is minimized (This holds since |js||~ > 0 and equs ' i i tv holds only when 
A 
s = 0, i.e. when x = u), 
Now suppose ^ is an approximation to the minimum point of 
g and hence the solution of Ax - b, In the method of steepest descent 
the next approximation to the solution is obtained by traveling along a 
line through x^  ^ pointing in the direction in wnich g changes most 
9 
r a p i d l y a t x p ~ \ u n t i l a po in t i s reached a t which the d i s t a n c e from 
the s o l u t i o n to the po in t on t h i s l i n e i n terms of || 3 | | A i s a minimum, 
T h i s po in t i s then t aken a s the next approximat ion to the solut ion, , 
From e l e m e n t a r y c a l c u l u s one has t h a t g changes most r a p i d l y 
a t a po in t i n the d i r e c t i o n of the g r a d i e n t v e c t o r of g a t t h a t po in t , 
T h i s v e c t o r i s g i v e n by 
Del g = 
8 x x 
ax 
n / 
Now for each i , 1 < i < n 
9 § M = J L - ( ( u - x K A ( U - x ) ) 
ax, ax i i 
Note t h a t 
but A = A* so 
a
3
 ^ ' = - r — A (u • x) + (u - x)*A(- ,T—• 8x„ 6x„ dx. i i I 
| ~ A(u -x) = (u -x)*A*(^- ) 
i i 




j & G l . - 2 ( 2 f ) * A ( U - X ) OX. OX. 
NOW - — = E. WHERE E. HAS ALL ZERO ELEMENTS EXCEPT FOR THE I 8 X „ 1 1 R 
1 
ELEMENT WHICH I S ONE. THEREFORE 
| 2 M = - 2 i * A ( U - X ) = - 2 e " * (AU-AX) , 
8 X I I I 
BUT AU = B , SO 
^ = - 2 e * ( B - AX) = -2e*r(x) 
8 X I i I 
WHERE R ( X ) = B - A X , THE RESIDUAL VECTOR AT X. NOTE THAT THE I . T H 
ROW OF THE I D E N T I T Y MATRIX*, I, I S G IVEN BY E* SO THAT 
T l X ) = I R ( 
E* 




r ( X ) - e*r (X ) 
e* 
«~ n -* 
e*r(X) 
u n —1 
HENCE 
r a g ( x ) 
8 X . 
DEL g(x) = 
9 X . 
8 Q ( X ) 
8 X —' 
= -2 
E * R ( X ] 
E*r (X ) = - 2 r ( X ) 
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Thus g changes most r a p i d l y a t x i n the d i r e c t i o n of r ( x ) 0 Hence to 
g e t the next approximat ion to the s o l u t i o n a f t e r x^ ^ s one t r a v e l s on 
the l i n e through x . i n the d i r e c t i o n of r .. -= E ~ Ax . u n t i l the 3
 p - 1 p~i p-1 
d i s t a n c e , i n terms of the norm5 
p - l p-
to u is minimized,, Hence* one 
s e e k s the v a l u e of X for which g ( x , + X r . ) i s minimized,. Now 
3
 p - 1 p - 1 
g ( " X p _ ^ + X ^ p _ ^ ) w i l l be p u t i n a form which w i l l make i t e a s y to t e l l 
which v a l u e of X minimizes i t B 
g ( x + X r ) = (u - x -X r )*A(u - x , -X r , ) p - i p - l p - l p - l p - l p - l 
= (u - x . ) * A ( u - x . ) -Xr* . A ( u - x . ) p-1 p-1 p-1 p-1 
X ( u - x , )*Ar , + r* .Ar P - l P - l p-1 p - " p -1 
g ( x . +Xr . ) -3
 p -1 p - 1 ' 
2 ( r * ,A(u - x_ , ) ) 
u - x P - 1 " A • l | r p - l H A 
, ? p - i " a 4 
+ r 
P 1 A 
2X 
r* ^A(u - ^ ) ( r* ^A(u - x p ^ ) ) 
: ||2 
•p- l"A p-1 A 
g ( x . +Xr . ) = 3
 p -1 p -1 u - x p - i " a 
| F P - 1 » A 4 
+ r 
P 1 A 
P " 1 A 
Note t h a t t he o n l y v a r i a b l e i s X and the term involving i t i s non-negative,, 
12 
Hence, g ( x , +X r , ) w i l l be minimized i f X i s chosen to make the 
' p -1 p-1 
term i n which i t appea r s z e ro , T h i s w i l l be the case i f X i s chosen 
to be 
_ 2 — _ 
ll r ilL r * i A r i 
11
 p - l "A p-1 p-1 
But r . = b - Ax , = Au - Ax . „ Thus p -1 p-1 p-1 
=
 p -1 p-1 
_* — 
r Ar , 
p -1 p-1 
Thus the next approximat ion to the s o l u t i o n i s g i v e n by 
r* r 
- - , . - - , p -1 p -1 -
x = x . + X r , = x + fc r . . p p - 1 p - 1 p -1 - *
 A - p-1 
p -1 p -1 
Hence the t^*1 i t e r a t e i n the method of s t e e p e s t d e s c e n t i s g i v e n by 
—# -
( 1 . 4 ) x = x + t " 1 1 - 1 T t > l , 
r t - l A r t - l 
where r^ _ ^ = b - Ax^ _ ^ , 
Theorem 1 .7 : The method of s t e e p e s t d e s c e n t ( l 0 4 ) i s a p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a ^ 
t i v e scheme * 




( I - C t A ) x t + C t b . 
L e t t i n g G = A and Y = r^ i n Theorem 1.4 g i v e s , u s ing the r e s u l t of 
t h a t theorem, t h a t I - C^A i s a p r o j e c t i o n , for each t > 0 . Hence, 
the method of s t e e p e s t d e s c e n t i s a p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e scheme. 
IV. Conjugate D i r e c t i o n I t e r a t i v e Schemes 
Another group of i t e r a t i v e schemes which a r e p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e 
schemes i s t h e c l a s s of con juga te d i r e c t i o n schemes. These have the p roper ty 
t h a t t hey t e r m i n a t e w i t h i n n i t e r a t i o n s wi th the e x a c t s o l u t i o n of the 
sys tem Ax - b= 
B a s i c a l l y t h e s e methods f a l l i n t o the fo l lowing g e n e r a l scheme. 
M a t r i c e s C and B a r e s e l e c t e d so t h a t the m a t r i x R = CAB i s a p o s i ­
t i v e d e f i n i t e m a t r i x . Then a s e t of l i n e a r l y independent v e c t o r s , 
v 1 , „ . . , v^ , i s chosen, e i t h e r i n advance or a s t he i t e r a t i o n s a r e com­
pu ted , so t h a t the v e c t o r s , v^, a r e R-o r thogona l , i . e . v * ^ v j = ^ 
i f i f j , 1 < I , j < n. An i n i t i a l g u e s s to the s o l u t i o n , say x^, 
i s chosen and succeed ing i t e r a t e s a r e chosen a s f o l l o w s . Assuming t h a t 
x^ has been found, k < n, 1 S f ° u n d by proceeding along the l i n e 
through x^ i n the d i r e c t i o n of v ^ + 2 u n t i l the po in t i s reached which 
min imizes the d i s t a n c e to the t r u e s o l u t i o n i n the sense of the norm 
g e n e r a t e d by R. T h i s po in t i s then t aken a s the next i t e r a t e . S i n c e the 
14 
v \ ' s a r e R-o r thogona l , the new i t e r a t e a l s o has the p r o p e r t y t h a t i t 
i s the c l o s e s t po in t i n the R-norm sense to the a c t u a l s o l u t i o n on the 
l i n e s i n t he d i r e c t i o n s of the p r e v i o u s l y used v ^ ' s p a s s i n g through 
t h a t p o i n t . Because t h e v ^ ' s span the s p a c e , the n ^ i t e r a t e , x^, 
g i v e s the s o l u t i o n . In terms of an a l g e b r a i c equa t ion the ( t + l ) s t 
i t e r a t e i s g i v e n by 
( 1 . 5 ) x = x + 
t+1 t 
^ + l C r t B v t + l 
V i R V i 
0 < t < n - 1 , 
where r^ = E - Ax^. 
I t i s shown by Faddeev and Faddeeva [ l ] and for t he case when 
B = I by Hes tenes and S t i e f e l [3] t h a t x^ i s indeed the s o l u t i o n of 
Ax = b . 
Theorem 1.8t The i t e r a t i v e scheme (1.5) i s a p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e scheme. 
Proof: For 0 < t < n - 1 , ( 1 . 5 ) can be w r i t t e n 
X t+1 X t + 
B vt+iVi c ( b " A xt } 
^ + l R v t + l 
I - B W t + i C A 
*t+iRVi 
- •
 B vwVi C b 
x + 
t —a — 
vt+lRvt+l 




is a projection for each t, 0 < t < n - 1 . Now by Theorem 1.2 this will 
be true if 
Bv v* C Bv v* C Bv v* C 
° t+1 t+1
 A t+1 t+1 t+1 t+1 
v t+i R v t+i 
ft, ^ 
v Rv v Rv t+1 t+1 t+1 t+1 
Recalling the fact that R = CAB, one has 
Bv v* CABv v* C Bv (v* Rv )v* C t+1 vt+l vt+l t+1 t+1 v t+1 t+1 ; t+1 
V t+l R v t+l v t+l R v t+l v Rv Rv t+1 t+1 t+1 t+1 
B 7 t + l ^ + l C 
Thus (1,5) is a projective iterative scheme. 
What Schemes are Projective Schemes? 
The question now arises as to just exactly what iterative schemes 
can be thought of in the context of projective iterative methods,, The 
following series of theorems provides the answer. 
Lemma 1 ,1 . Let m be a positive integer greater than 1. For each w, 
1< w < m - 1, define Rw by 
-* 
o ! 0 
\ I : 
R = 
w 
o ! 0 i : 
0 
o ! o ! I m-w-1 _ 
1 6 
( T h e c o n v e n t i o n i s m a d e t h a t w h e n IQ a p p e a r s i n t h e a b o v e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
t h e c o l u m n a n d r o w i n w h i c h t h a t s y m b o l a p p e a r s a r e o m i t t e d f r o m t h e 
a r r a y . ) T h e n 
R , R • • R . — 





P r o o f : F i r s t , t h e f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t i s e s t a b l i s h e d u s i n g m a t h e ­





• • ! 0 
0 X i ; 0 ^ ! 1 
0 1 ! o 
0 0 
! m-k-l L e t k = 2 . 
R 2 R 1 
1 0 
o ! 0 \ i ! o 0 0 l ! ~ ~~r 
0 
i 1 ^ 
, m - 3 
0 0 1 
! 1 o 
m - 3 
X 1 0 
0 X 1 
0 0 1 
"m-3_ 
17 
Hence the statement holds for k = 2. Now assume the statement is true 
for k < m-2 and consider the product ^k+i^k*''^1' Using "*-ne induction 
hypothesis, 
R k + l R k " , R l " 
Rk+lV-'Rl = 
\ 1 0 ! o 0 j 
•\ •1 1 • ! o o ! 
0 
! l o ! 





0 ! o ; m-k-2 
Hence if the statement holds for k < m - 2 it holds for k + 1. 
This completes the induction and the statement holds. Now taking 
k = m - 1, 
R , R
 0 . . . R -
m-1 m-2 1 
\ K o " 
0 X 1 
1 -
Hence the lemma is established. 
Lemma 1.2; For each i, 1 < i < k, let K. be an nxn matrix which can 
7 _ _ 7
 1 
18 
be partitioned in the form 
K. = 
1 
0 . . 
k J 





X 1 . 0 X 1 X 
The matrix B^  has the second of the above possible representations. Let K. be the matrix K. with B. changed to I. . Then K. can i i i * t. i 
_ i 
be written as a product of projections times K.. i-1 k 1 Proof: Let p = t^ and q = ^ t^ . 
j=l j=i+l Case I. B. = [Xl. Then t. = 1. i L J i 
Let p1 = 
i 
0 ! o ! X ! o 0 ! I ! 
! p ! 
0 






NOTE THAT P.P. = P.. THEREFORE P. IS A PROJECTION. LET 1 1 1 1 R 
1 ! o ! 0 ! o 0 .J_._P._L 0 | 0 1 F o ! 0 ! o 0 J o J 0 I I 
NOTE THAT 2 2 P7P7 l l P
2
. 




3 3 3 3 NOTE THAT P^P. = P^ . THEREFORE P^  IS A PROJECTION. 
CLAIM: P?P?P*K, = K.. 
1 1 1 1 l 
P?P2 = 
l l 
o ! o •~"*(, . o « I . 
N-1 
1 1 0 J 0 !
 0 
0 J 0 ; 0 ! 0 0 ! I ! 0 ! o o ! I P ! o ! o 1 1 
o ! 0 ! o L ! 0 _ _ _ _ ! o 0 J 0 ! 0 ; I 
——•——i_ o ! 0 ! o 
I-•—_ 
! I 
3 2 1 
PTPTP: i i i 
0 | 0 | 0 J 0 f—• 0 i 0 | \ ! 0 — o • o J 0 ; 0 I 
P J o J 0 0 1 I J P ! o ! 0 o ! I ! P I o ! 0 
• "1 I~ • L ! 
—-- 0 ! o ! 0'0 ! o ! L | 0 o | o ! \ ! 0 "I R i • —I- 1 • • o i 0 i ° i I Q.J 0 i o ; o | I Q_ o ; o J o i I Q 
2 0 
3 2 1 -
P T P 7 P . K . = 
i i i i 
o S o ! o ', o"" o ! o ! o J o 0 J I | 0 J 0 T l 1 
IB ! ! 
o ! J o ! o 
1 ° ' b i - i ! ! 
0 ; 0 ] X | 0 
o I o ! o ! i  o ! l ! o i ini+1 o 
o ! o 1 o ! 0 ' B , 
3 2 1 -
P 7 P 7 P 7 K . 
1 1 1 1 
0 j 0 | 0 I 0 
j B l 0 j 
0 | 0 J 0 i 0 \-X\ 
0 | 0 | 
1 _ 
X ; 
- - - J _ 
0 
0 j 0 j 0 j 




T h u s c a n b e w r i t t e n a s a p r o d u c t o f p r o j e c t i o n s t i m e s IC 
C a s e I I . 





0 X 1 
X 
L e t R b e d e f i n e d a s i n L e m m a 1 . 1 , f o r e a c h w s u c h t h a t 1 < w < t . - l 
w — — 1 
T h e n 
R t . - l R t . - 2 . " R l = 
l l 
\ K o 
* • 
0 X 1 ! 
F o r e a c h w s u c h t h a t 1 < w < t . - 1 , d e f i n e F b y 
- - 1 ' w 1 
F = 
w 
0 ! 0 j 0 ! o 0 ! 
: P 1 0 ! o - • 0 0 J R 
w 
! 0 
. 0 i 0 | 0 ! 1 
• a 
T h e n 
F F F = 




















R l j 
p _ 
0 
0 o ! 0 I q 
F F . . „ F 





. o 0 *\ "1 
L e t 
Pt = 
0 ! 0 i 0 i \ : o i 
1 1 
0 I 
p i 0 i 0 : o i 
0 \ 0 ! i t , - i ! i i i 0 i 0 
0 0 ! o ! 1 ! o 0 0 
• o ! 0 
i 
! I n 
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. « ^ JL 
0 
o I o 
P 8 
0 5 0 
i o 0
a e 
i y > ~ .= iL = I.. ? 911 C 
o n o 
0 0 
t -1° 0 3 3 C 
o! o
o o 
2 2 2 2 
Mote that P,P0 = P-o Thus PD is a projection. Let iii i r J 
P3 





?t& that P3P? 
l l 3 3 P^0 Thus P^  is a projection, It will now be shown 
3 2 1 
P P7P F, . O O B F . = 1 1 1 t o -1 1 
l 
o I 0 - 0 0 ii "i 1 
0 j I I 0 : 0 
0 I 0 I B„ ; 0 
0 0 I 0 
r 
3 9 
P J P 7 1 i o ! o 
I n t L 0 n-1 
1 J 0 a 
B C lj 
» 
o ! o 
j 0 * 0 
i! 8 
; o s o 
1 
V 1 ; 
0 
o ; o 
o » o \ o o 5
 o : : 
23 
3 2 










3 2 1 P 7 P 7 P 7 = 
i i i 
0 
0 I 
o t a 
B H 3 
s d 
! 0 I 
[
 n i 
C 0 
S w 0 
I t . - l 
8 8 
0 fl 0 
0 . 0 
i 0 « 0 





o j o 
— u= r> «• — — 
B 




0 ' O f 





0 o 0 
« 
o ! o o 
1 5 
3 
3 2 1 
i i i 
0 j 0 








0 t 0 
1 
! 0 




N o w r e c a l l i n g t h e e x p r e s s i o n p r e v i o u s l y d e r i v e d f o r F f j / 3 * ^ 
" i 
o n e h a s t h e f o l l o w i n g , 
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3 2 1 P P P F 
i l l t . - l 1
p i 
0 ' 0 
0 [ 0 
D 
0 g 0 0 c 
fl 
I o 
0 1) 3 
6 Q a 
0 ( 
1 0 
'X ° 1 
0 ! 0 
0 1 0 
e 
0 j 0 
0 I 1 ! 0 
i ! o 
B 
0 1 I 
3 2 1 PP:PF4 1 1 1 to "1 1 1 
0 i c . -= - -C • 
0 f 
0 i 0 
s 
0 1 j 
C I 
o s o ' \ o 
o 
x "1 
0 I 0 







(1,6) 3 2 1 PTPTP FX . 
1 1 1 t o -1 
1 
o ! o o . o 
0 : I " 0 , 0 
P ! : 
0 2 0 
£ 1 
o ; o j 
It will now be shown that for each w. 1 < w < t. =1. F can be written 
* - ~ 1 w 
as a product of five projectionSo Note that this establishes that the 
matrix in equation (l,6) can be written as a product of projectionsP 
n 1 n 2 since P.
 9P„, is i' 
Let and are projections 
u 1 . 
W 
0 ! 1 
I \ 0 
' P J 
0 ' 0 f I 
1 
. _ J 
9 0 « 
•f 
0 « D 
_ J 








,1, = - = 
to "WO 
1 , 
11 1 Then U U = U , 
W W w Hence U is a projection, w Let 
u 2 = 
W 
1 j 
0 o 0 
0 5 0 
0 I 0 





0 i ! 0 





2 2 2 2 Then U U = U




0 « 0 8 0 
0 i 
o ! i o 
















0 0 1 0 j 1 
1 
0 a 0 
o ! I p 0 5 o s 1 0 ! 0 0 i) i 
o | 0 1 1 w-l i 0 i i 0 0 0 \ 0 \ o 0 I 0 j 0 0 \ J S o 1 ; j T 0 ! 0 0 ! 0 I i 
-W-l| 0 _>«. _ j i » i { 
0 o 0 
8 
E 
c 0 1 0 0 I 
q J 
4 4 4 4 





Then IT'u5 = IT\ Hence i s a p r o j e c t i o n , w w w Now w 
5 4 
IT" 
U w w 
n-1 -J 


















5 4 3 u u u 














! 0 S 0 i 1 0 j 0 ;0 0 I I !i p t o ! o ! 0 !o 0 ! 0 ! 
o i 0 !° 0 ! ° ! o j o"6"T 0 !o o i ! 0 i 0 i 
0 j o | V -\-
0 \ 0 I 0
 1 
o | 0 ! 'I 
t a 
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4 3 ITU IT = 
w w w 
0 ii o 1 0 1 
8 u J u 1 
o l o S o 
0 
s a a 
o o a 
o I i 0 3 
B O B 1 
9 C I 
o | o 
_ „ _ _ _ „ L 
0 
. .






i a 8 
0 0 8 I • 
1 • w- l j 
! 




1 j 0 | o I 1 0 * 0 ! 0 
0 0 g i 1 i i 0 1 | 8 a 







8 0 1 0 ' 
3 1 i o : i. 
» t 
J o 
. - w - l • 
q 
5 4^2 U U U U 
w w w w 
0
 I ' 0 
8 W - l I 




3 8 , 
8 1 I 
t 0 






































0 j 0 
0 » 0 • 0 ' 0 
j 0 
• 0 
. - I 
1
 i J n 
* 0 
q J 
•=> 4 3 2 U U U U = 












o i 0 
S 
t 
O l l O 
o i ! 
0 J I 




5 4 3 2 1 U U U U U = 
w w w w w 
g g n - •— 
o ! 0 L 0 ! 0 L ° I ° 
0 ] 0 1 B 
_l_ 







o ; I 
p 
~B 




 o o S i 
_ _ j p 
1 








0 1 l | - S -1 
--
- - t 1 - — g 













0 ! 8 
0 
0 ! o i 
9 
i—
• 0 ! o : o 1 i 0 i 0 o ! 0 
! 
1 0 i a 1 0 

























_ - . . - J _ _ -
9 0 | 
9 0 







i i ° 
- w - 1 | 
B 
o ; 0 5 B 
a 
« 
0 9 I 
1 1 
1 




- w - 1 • 
a 
—•- 0 B — i II I g 
o S 0 ! o ! o 
3 
: o ! i 









0 8 1 
« q 
Hence 
5 4 3 2 1 U U U U U = 
w w w w w 
0 « 0 » 0 













i . ! ( 
W - 1 i 
e 9 
s 
, _ _ _ 4 - . 





i ! o 
9 




•4 — t 0 ~ 
"t. -w-1 1 
! 0 
= F w 
Thus FW can be w r i t t e n a s a product of f i v e p r o j e c t i o n s . 
Hence, us ing the same n o t a t i o n a s above, equa t ion (1.6) becomes 




( u 5 u 4 u 3 u 2 u 1 ) 
w w w w w 
or 
30 
P?P?P: n (u5u4u3u2ux 111 . wwwww w=l 
o ; 
. 1 _ 



















0 i 0 o 
8 








0 8 0 
o ; o 
j . 
i 




o! Ki = and K, = 
°B, 
0 1 0 ! 0 ' 0 
___________ 1 _ _ I _-. -
I 8 8 
8 B-i \ \ o ! . 0 J o j o 
8 I I 
i 0 °B 1 1 D A _ 1 I 
, _ _ J l . , ___A J _ _ _ . 
I 0 8 
o ; o | I ; o 
» 8 "1 ' 
8 5 t 
, _ _ X _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . i - - . _ _ J - ™ - . 
8 8 3
i s o n 
i i 8 \ 4-1 
0 1 0 1 ! 8 81 * • 3 ! 0 °3. i » k 
so that 
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0 " I 0 i 0 i o I 0 I 0 I B. « 0 o alt 
o o 8 
0 i 0 i 0 s I 
K. = 
o ! o , 
J ! 0 ' 0 o ! i S o ! o 0 P 8 1 o ; o 
G 
B, 





But it has been shown that 
0 i 0 i 0 i 0 o j i p ! o j o 
0 » 0 i B. ! 0 8 8 1 8 
. _ _ - S - - 8 - - 8 - - - -0 ! 0 q J 
can be written as a product of projections. Hence, can be written 
as a product of projections times IC, . This completes the proof of the lemma,, 
Theorem 1.9. Any singular matrix A can be written as a product of projections0 Proofs If A is a 1x1 matrix, then A = [0], and hence A is a projection and the theorem holds. 
Now suppose A i s an nxn m a t r i x for n > 2 0 There e x i s t s a non-
s i n g u l a r m a t r i x D so t h a t D A^D i s the Jordan normal form of A 
where 
D AD = 
'k J 




J 0 = [ 0 ] o r J 0 = 0 1 . 0 0 °1 
0 
or J„ l 
X 1 0 
0 *X "1 
where X i s an e i g e n v a l u e of A, 
Case L Suppose = [ 0 j » Then k > 0„ Note t h a t i n t h i s case 
-1 
D AD i s of the form of the m a t r i x in Lemma l,2o Hence a p p l y i n g 




d ad = n P; 





is a matrix of the form in Lemma l02S whence applying the lemma 
2 2 
dgain;, there exist projections P.,,,,,,, SP so that 
2 





i2=l 12 r i e n c e 
D^'AD = .2 i ri P i • i i ^ 
. 1 ^ 1 1/ \i2-l A2/ 
'ontir.uing to apply Lemma 102 in this manner yields 
D'^ AD 
n P: 
whirs now are the appropriate projections for each j and 
1j 
s u c h t h a t 1 < i. < b„ and 1 < i < k» Now 
kJ 
0 J 0 
0 
0 0 I I , 
n-1 
w h i c h i s a projectiono Denote it by Po Then 
D^AD 
J 
n i n P^  JJP 
J=l \ i J = l 13j 
W C t T ' i C S -
PD DPD 
B i t each of the terms of the product on the right is a projection 
blfice given any projection M and non-singular matrix N > , N M n 
a i s o a projection* Thus A can be expressed as a product of prcj 
tionSo 
C a s e I I , Suppose 
J 0 = 
0 1 0 
o l ! 
o c j 
there J n is a t^ x t^ matrix (tn > 2). First suppose k > 0o 
T h i 
35 
0 1 
D"1AD = 0 °1 i 
[ 
. r _ . 
* T 








•o •i; o: 
oS i ! 
— — 3 — — — — g — * " 
a
 n i 
0 \ 
0 °J, -J 
By Case I the m a t r i x 
J 1 0 
0 8 J , 
can be w r i t t e n a s a product of p r o j e c t i o n s ^ say P . ? , 0 . , P , , i 0 e 0 , 
P P b b-1 
' J , 
Let 
I. . . 0 
0 o 
F . = 
l 
for each i„ 1 < i < bo Then 
F . F . = 
l l 
V 1 
H -1 ! ° 
,„.o..-!.—. 
0 8„ P< 
T » 






• F = i i V 1 
» 0 
= F, 
since P„Po = P. 
i i i 





I 11 0 





t -1 0 
Now consider the matrix 





 J 0 0 
» 0 
ii 3 ' 
0 » 0 
'k - 1 
°0 °l 
L o o 
Define the matrices R
 r 1 < w < t„-l , by 
R = 
w 
'''w-l \ ° 
\ 0 1 
i o i 
o
 P I 
t 0 - w - l 
Then these are of the same form as the matrices defined in Lemma 1,1 
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w i t h X = 0„ Thus the c o n c l u s i o n of t h i s lemma ho lds and 







Note t h a t R R = R for 1 < w < t_, - 1„ Thus each R i s a p ro jec-
w w w — — 0 w 
t i o n 0 Now l e t R be de f ined by 
R = 
I 3 0 
0 I 
o ; o 
Then R i s a p r o j e c t i o n and 
RR, o» 0 R, = 
r 0 ~ 
I . . • 0 
0 
• » c , ... ^ 4 = = . . 
0 
0 1 o 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 = J 
Thus JQ can be w r i t t e n a s a product of p r o j e c t i o n s , 
.1 < w < t ^ - l be de f ined by 










Then each G i s a p r o j e c t i o n s i n c e G G - G
 c Define G by w f -J w w w 1 
0 I I 
n- t 
0 -J 
T h e n G i s a l s o a p r o j e c t i o n s i n c e G G - G o N o w n o t e t h a t 
V 1 
n G = 
w = l 
r R 0 
n - t , 
r t0-i 








" n - t . 
Jo ! 0 
0 ' I , 
" n - t 
0 -
N o w r e c a l l i n g w h a t I I F a i s e q u a l t o ? o n e h a s 
i - 1 1 
b \ / t 0 - l 
n F (G) n GR 
, i = l / \ w - l 
v 
1 x 0 ° 
0 : 0 
0 <: 0 
; J, *, o o ' j o 11 
n -• t . 
o : o 
o f o n ™ t 
39 
° , \ 0 i ? i 
o 0 1 S 0 § 
0 ' 1 S 8 





I II F, (G), n gw; 
\1 = 1 / \w=l 
= D^AD 
There fo re D AD can be w r i t t e n a s a product of p r o j e c t i o n s c Now 
or 
! b \ , / ° ^ \ -1 A = D n F, (G)l n G ID 
\ 1=1 .' ^w=l / 
b t - 1 
-1\ , = K , 0 .1 i A = n DF„D )(DGD : ii DG D 
' . , i / , w 1=1 w--l / 
But DF.D* 1, 1 < i < b, DGD"1, DGJ)" 1 ^ 1 < w < t Q - l , a r e p r o j e c t i o n s 
s i n c e F^ 5 1 < i < b ? GS and G^s 1 < w < - 1 9 a r e p r o j e c t i o n s ^ 
There fore A can be w r i t t e n a s a product of p r o j e c t . i o n s c 
Now suppose D *AD = JQO In t he proof of the p reced ing p a r t i t was 
shown t h a t JQ can be w r i t t e n a s a product of p r o j e c t i o n s o Denote them 
by G where G G .,.„G. = J« = D AD 
r r - 1 1 0 
40 
Therefore 
A = D -1 
But DG^ D 1, 1 < i < r, are projections since each is a projec­tion Thus A can be written as a product of projectionso This com­pletes the proofo 
Corollary 1.9al. An iterative scheme? 
can be written in the form of a projective iterative scheme if for each t > 0, I - C^A =1 or I - C^A is singular Proofs Let t > 0 be given and consider the corresponding matrix I - C^ A* If this is singular,, then by Theorem 1„9 projections Ppj.o.jP. 
exist such that 
x = (I - CtA)xt + Ctb , t > 0 , 
I - CtA = 
and thus C can be represented as C. = (I - n P1 ) A 1
 i=0 1 1 
Now let 
y* = P* y1 + (I - P1) A"1 b 1l+l i 7i I 
41 
—t for 0 < i < r.- where v„ = x „ 
- t* '0 t 
It is now shown that^ for 1 < j < + 
y1 - P1 .coP^y'S (I - P7
 l00,P*)A"1b rj j-l 0 "0 * ]-l 0' 
This is established by induction. The case for j = 1 is obvious from 
the definitiono It is now assumed that the conclusion holds for some 
positive integer j° < r^ + l 0 Then for j+l one has 
y* = P1 y1 + (I - PTjA*"1 b
 6 
J+l J J J 
Using the induction hypothesis gives 
Thus 
y+:L1 = P7.30P*y* + P7A = 1b- P7,o,P^A_ib + A~1b - P7A"1 b J+l 3 0 J 0 j j 0 j 
or 
J+l J o 70 J o 
Hence,, the induction is complete; and the c„aim estab.rshedo Taking 
j = r f +1 gives 
V +i =PV" poVo + (I -P*...P$)A a5. 
t t t 
But 
42 
I - C.A = P* ...P* and y* = x+ . 
t r^ 0 70 t Therefore 
V i • ( I - ctK)\ + ( I - 1 + c t A ) A " l b 
or 
\ + l = ( I - C t A ) x t + C t b = Xt+1 • 
If I - CtA = I, CtA = 0 so C t = 0 and x = x . 
Let r, = 0 and ,. = x. = x. , . . 
t t 
Consider the scheme 
*i+l = Pi yi + ( I " P i ) A " l g ? 0 < 1 < r t» 1 > °» 
where y* = y*"1 . 
t-1 
Then this is a projective iterative scheme which agrees with the original 
scheme for each i = r^, t > 0, that is, 
-t -
yr t+l Xt+ 1 * 
Thus the original scheme can be written as a projective iterative 
scheme. 
Before one jumps to the conclusion that all iterative schemes can 
be thought of as projective iterative schemes, it should be noted that 
there are a great many which cannot. Indeed consider the schemes of 
the form 
43 
x = (I - C tA)x t + C tb, t > 0 , 
where I - C^A is non-singular and I - C^A / L If this scheme were 
equivalent to a projective iterative scheme, then each I - C^A would 
be a projection or else be expressible as a (finite) product of pro-jectionSo Either of these cases requires that I - C^A be the identity 
or singulars Since these possibilities have been ruled out, the above 
scheme is not equivalent to a projective scheme,, 
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CHAPTER I I 
EQUIVALENCE AND CONVERGENCE OF SCHEME 
The q u e s t i o n now a r i s e s a s to j u s t e x a c t l y what p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a ­
t i v e schemes a c t u a l l y g i v e r i s e to s o l u t i o n s of the o r i g i n a l sys tem. 
Here q u e s t i o n s of e q u i v a l e n c e of the i t e r a t i v e scheme to the o r i g i n a l 
sys tem and convergence w i l l be c o n s i d e r e d . 
Equ iva lence to O r i g i n a l System 
S u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s must be p l a c e d on the P^ = I - C^A, t > 0 , 
i n i t e r a t i o n ( l . l ) so t h a t a f i x e d p o i n t of ( l . l ) w i l l be a s o l u t i o n of 
the o r i g i n a l sys t em, Ax = b . The fo l lowing theorem p r o v i d e s one such 
s e t of c o n d i t i o n s . 
Theorem 2 e l : I f , g i v e n any i n t e g e r k, t h e r e e x i s t s a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r 
n^ such t h a t one i s not an e i g e n v a l u e of t he m a t r i x 
n k 
B = 1 1 P k+j ' j=0 K + J 
then a f i x e d po in t of ( l . l ) i s the s o l u t i o n of Ax = b . 
Proof: S i n c e one i s not an e i g e n v a l u e of B, then i f x i s a 
v e c t o r such t h a t 
x = Bx , 
then x = 0. From ( l . l ) 
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Working backwards one g e t s 
k+n. +1 k 
"k n p 
3=0 
k+j n k 1 r n . K LA n P. ,. i C. , ,b + C. . b 
„ , . . k+i k+j k+n, i=j+l i k 
Suppose y is a f i x e d p o i n t of ( l : l ) , ioe0 
y = P t y + c tb , t > o
 0
Then s u b s t i t u t i n g i n t o the above e x p r e s s i o n and r e c a l l i n g the d e f i n i t i o n 
of B g i v e s v 1 p n k 
y = By + J ' H P C b + C b 
j - 0 1 - J + 1 • k 
Now the so lu t ion , , u ? of Ax = b i s a l s o a f i x e d po in t of ( l . l ) and 
hence the above equat ion, , Thus 
n k" 1r n. u = Bu + j=0 1V k + i' c^ b +Ck+nkb 
Hence s u b t r a c t i n g the l a s t two e q u a t i o n s gives 
u - y = B(u - y ) + 0 
There fo re u - y = 0 or u = y s i n c e one i s not an e i g e n v a l u e of B, 
Thus a f i x e d po in t of (1*1) i s the s o l u t i o n of Ax bo 
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Convergence 
Note t h a t t he above d i s c u s s i o n does not d e a l w i t h the ques t ion of 
when an i t e r a t i v e scheme w i l l converge^ but on ly s t a t e s t h a t i f an i t e r a ­
t i v e scheme s a t i s f i e s c e r t a i n c o n d i t i o n s , then the f i xed po in t i s the 
s o l u t i o n to the o r i g i n a l system,, Now the ques t ion of when a p r o j e c t i v e 
i t e r a t i v e scheme w i l l converge w i l l be taken up 0 
Theorem 2 02; Let P , t > 0 S be the m a t r i c e s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h the 
i t e r a t i o n ( l „ l ) . Suppose t h e r e e x i s t s an M > 1 such t h a t ||p || < M 
for a l l t > Oo Suppose f u r t h e r t h a t t h e r e e x i s t i n t e g e r s n and k^ 
Such t h a t 
n-1 
II n P k || < a < 1 
j=o J 
for a l l k > k^c Then the i t e r a t i v e scheme ( l . l ) w i l l converge to a 
s o l u t i o n of the sys tem Ax = bo 
Proofs Le t u be the s o l u t i o n of Ax = b D From ( i d ) one has 
x t + i = p t x t + c t b 
where P = I = C^A^ t > 0. S i n c e u i s the s o l u t i o n of Ax = b. 
u i s a f i x e d po in t of ( i d ) and hence 
= V + c t b 
for a l l t > Oo Let s_ ,. = u - x i J L , ( 0 Then 
— t+1 t+i 
s t + l = u " x t + l = P t ( u " x t } + C t b * C t b 
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Thus 
Working backwards one has 
St+1 ~ PtSt 
t+1 
t n p 
j=0 • 
Thus 
It will now be shown that 
st+ill < II n piH lls0l 
1
 j=0 J t 
n p j=o • approaches zero as t tends to Infinity, Taking t > k^ , let w be the largest integer so that kg + wn < t„ Then one can write 
n p . j. t t w-l kg+(n+I)m n p , = n p . n II j=kQ+wn J m=0 i=k-+mn 
Mow 
t 
I n p.|| < 
t II n p.. j 
j=kQ+wn 3 M 
w-l n 
m=0 k +(n+l)m-l 
n 
i=kQtmn 
V 1 n P 
j=o 
But t II I j =kQ+wn t < n j=kQ+wn t-kn-wn+l _ 
IP li < M ° < Mn 
s i n c e M > 1 and k^+wn < t < k^ + w(n+l)„ Also 
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V 1 n P j=o * V 1 
< n I|p.|| < M 
j=o J Thus 
n P. II < M n+kn ii w4 V ^ 1 ' ™ - 1 n n 
m=0 i=kQ+mn 
P. i 
Hence I 1n P 
!j=0 -
n+k n w-1 
< M n 
m=0 k 0+(n+l)m-l n P. 
i=kQ+mn 
Now, us ing the h y p o t h e s i s . 
k 0 +(n+l)m-l 
n 
i=kQ+mn 
< a < 1 
for a l l m > Oc Thus 
n P .1 < MN+K° aW 
5=0 3 
As t t ends to i n f i n i t y ^ w t ends to i n f i n i t y , , and nence a 
approaches z e r o , Thus 
w 
t n+k n w 
0 < l im || Et P» || < l im M a = 0 
t -»oo j=o 
J t 
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There fo re 
lim [I II P .|| = 0 
t-^oo j = Q 3 
Hence 
t 
l im | |s || = l im |l H P || | |s || = 0 
t - * o o f » ° ° j = 0 3 
Thus 
l i m s
-c+l = 0 » 
and hence 
u = l im x 
Thus the i t e r a t i o n ( i d ) converges to the s o l u t i o n of the equa t ion 
Ax = b . T h i s comple tes the proof, 
Note t h a t Theorem 2 0 2 g i v e s o n l y a s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n for con­
ve rgence o The h y p o t h e s i s can be modif ied to g i v e o ther c o n d i t i o n s under 
which the i t e r a t i v e scheme ( i d ) w i l l converge . For example, the cond i ­
t i o n t h a t t h e r e e x i s t i n t e g e r s n and so tust 
n-1 
I' P k + j | | < a < i , k > k Q , 
can be r e l a x e d somewhat to the c o n d i t i o n t h a t t h e r e e x i s t i n t e g e r s n 
and kg so t h a t 
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n»l 
II n P. kn+mn+j II < a < 1 j=0 for all integers m > Oo In fact this latter conditions which follows from the first? was actually all that was used in the proof. Other con­ditions can be given^ , but these only make matters seem more complicated 
and hence are omitted here0 The following series of theorems will be used to find conditions of the P. which will Indicate whether a particular iteration will con-t 
vergeo 
Before stating the next theorem, it is necessary to define what is 
meant by an elliptic norrrio Definition 2ol0 Let G be a positive definite Hermitian matrix0 Then the norm defined by 
is an elliptic nornio (it is easily verified that II°IIQ is a norma) 
Theorem 203s If P is a non-zero projection on E s then there exists an elliptic norm such that ||p|| = i, i.e-, P is an orthogonal projection relative to some inner producto Proofs Let M be the range of P and N be tr.e null space of Po Let (<>„,) be the normal inner product associftea with E , i,e,, 
n 
if x3 y are in E 




th = & 
where i s t he i component of x and i s the complex con-
th — ~ — -j u g a t e of the i component of y c Le t V p V ^ ^ o s v r be a b a s i s for 
the range of P$ and l e t ^ r + p c 0 ° ? v n b e £ b a s i s f ° r the n u l l space 
of P i f N i s not the s e t c o n t a i n i n g on ly the zero v e c t o r 0 From 
p r o p e r t i e s of p r o j e c t i o n s the v e c t o r space can be w r i t t e n a s the 
d i r e c t sum of M and No Thus the v e c t o r s v i g a o o 9 v form a b a s i s of 
1 * v n 
E o Now l e t x be an e lement of E and l e t c . , » o 0 j C be the coef-n n 1- * n 
f i c i e n t s i n i t s expans ion i n terms of the i ^ e , ^ 
n 
x 
i= l u 11 
S i m i l a r l y l e t y be an e lement of E and l e t d,, o a
 ?d be the coef 
n i n 
f i c i e n t s i n i t s expansion i n terms of t h e Define 
( x 9 y ) _ = \ c 0 d* 
J 1
 P L ii 
i= l 
where d^ deno tes the complex con juga te of d^c, I t can be e a s i l y shown 
t h a t t h i s i s an i n n e r producto 
I t w i l l now be shown t h a t the norm arising from t h i s i nne r product; 
| | x | | p « [ ( x . x j p l 1 / 2 , 
i s an e l l i p t i c norm0 Let e^, 1 < i < n,, be the »;!3u/I basis for E^ 
c o n s i s t i n g of the e l e m e n t a r y unit vectors, i-,e0J e ^ i i has a i l zero 
th 
e l emen t s excep t the i which is one 0 Now l e t 
3^ o q
 9 o o o ja 
be the r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of e„ in terms of the v4 fJs, i 0 e 
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&. = ) a . . v . o I < I < n , i u j i j -
Le t x be a n e lement I i i E wi th components x, in. terms of the °s , 
Then 
n n 
x - ) x„ e„ = ) \ x, a o o v,
 0 
i= l i-1 j=l 
Let A be the m a t r i x f a . , ) g i , e 0 , the m a t r i x whose columns a r e the 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of t he e^°s i n terms of the vj ° S o ^hen i n terms of 
t he v j ° s a v e c t o r x i n E.^  i s r e p r e s e n t e d by Ax, Thus o ) p 
g i v e s r i s e to the e l l i p t i c norm de f ined by 
x | j p = (x;;jxjp = L x A*Ax j ' 
I t w i l l now be shown t h s t P is an or thogonal projection r e l a t i v e 
to the i n n e r product f, .>
 0 ) _ , , Let x be element of E c Now Px is r
 " P n 
i n the r ange of P so that 
- F BT ! Px 
where b„ = 0 for r + 1 < i < n„ But x - Px is xh the n u l l space of 
1 - r 
P so t h a t 
• 1 
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where c. = 0 for 1 < I < r , Thus l - -
(x - Px? Px)p = £ c.b* = 0 
i = l 
s i n c e for a l l i, 1 < i < n, e i t h e r c. = 0 or b. = 0 , Hence P i s s
 - - ' l l 
an or thogonal p r o j e c t i o n wi th r e s p e c t to t h i s i n n e r products 
I t w i l l now be shown t h a t ||P||p - 1 . I t i s a l r e a d y known t h a t ||p||p > 1 , so i t need on ly be shown t h a t ||P||p < 1- Let x be an element 
of E. 
n 
= ( x + Px - Px, x + Px- P x ) |x||p = (Px, x - Px + Px)p + (x - Px? x - Px + Px)p |x|L = (Px, Px)D + (Px9 x-Px)D + (x-Px, Px)n + (x-Px, x-Px). |x||p = (Px, Px)p + (x-Px, x-Px)p 
The l a s t e q u a l i t y f o l l o w s from the f a c t that P i s o r thogonal w i t h 
r e s p e c t to t he i n n e r product being usedo Thus 
Rip • I N I p + IU - Px||2 > ||px||^ 
Hence 
i M i p < iMip 
for a l l x i n E o Thus ||p|| < 1 . Therefore ||p|| = 1 
Lemma 2 . 1 : Let P be an orthogonal projection with respect to a given 
inner product and suppose x is a vector in such that ||x|| = ||Px|| 
where ||°|| is the norm generated by the given inner product. Then x 
is in the range of P and Px = x. 
Proofs 
||x||2 = (x - Px + Px, x - Px + Px) 
||x||2 = (Px,Px) + (Px,x - Px) + (x - Px,Px) + (x - Pxsx - Px) 
||x||2 = (Px,Px) + (x - Px, x - Px) = ||Px||2 + ||x -P3cf|2 
The last equality follows from the fact that P is an orthogonal projec 
tion with respect to the above inner product. From the hypothesis 
||x|| = ||Px||, so that ||x - Px|] = 0. Thus 
x = Px
 s 
and x is in the range of P. 
Theorem 2 .4: Suppose P^  jP 2 , „. <> ,P are orthogonal projections on E^  
with respect to a given inner product on E .^ Let R(P )^ denote the 
range of P^9 1 < i < n. Suppose further that 
n R(PJ =[o}. 
i=l 1 
Then 
II n P. || < l 
i=l 
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where ||°|| is the norm generated by the given inner product. 
Proofs Let y be a non-zero vector in Consider P^o^P^y? 
1 < k < n. For k > 2 
l |p k P k-r- p iY" < "pk" H p k - i - p i Y l l • 
Also 
llPjyll < HPJI llvll . 
But each P^  is an orthogonal projection so [[P^ || = 1, 1 < i < n. 
Thus 
IIPJYII < llvll 
and for 2 < k < n, 
l |P k P k = r . .P 1 yl l < l |P k . r . .P 1 yl l . 
Now suppose equality holds in all of the aboveQ Applying Lemma 2=1 yields,, 
for 2 < k < n, 
V°° pi* ' P k - r - V 
where ^^P^y plays the role of the X 1 * 1 t h e lemma, and 
P1y = y 
where y plays the role of x in the lemma0 Putting all these equal­
ities together yields 
P ty = y 
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for all i 3 1 < i < n. Thus y is in R(P^) for all i and hence 
n 
y is in p | R(P ) . 
i=l 
But this holds only if y = 0 which is impossible since y was chosen 
non-zero<, Thus the assumption is false and it must be the case that 
llPjyll < 
or 
| |P k P i y | I < | | P k - 1 . . o P i y | [ 
for some k, 2 < k < n. This yields 
n 
n P.y|| < 
i = l 1 
for all y in E^. In particular, for y such that ||y|| = 1 , 
n _ 
I I n P.y|| < 1 . 
i=l 1 
_ n _ 
Now the function g(y) = || n P.y|| is a continuous function on E and 
i=l 1 n 
the set |x s ||x|| = lj is a compact set in E^. Thus there exists an 
X Q with norm one such that 
i n 
|| n P x || = Sup ^ || n P.y|| : ||y|| = 1 
i*l ! i=l 
n 
Recalling the definition of || n P„||5 one then has 
i=l 1 
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| S P || . | n P. x0ll < | | x 0 | | = i . 
i =1 i= l 
Theorem 2»5; Suppose the P ^ ' s i n a p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e scheme ( l<, l ) 
a r e such t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r m such t h a t P , . - P. for 
a l l t > 0. Suppose a l s o t h a t for 0 < t < m - 1 , P i s an or thogonal pro­
j e c t i o n w i t h r e s p e c t to some f i x e d i n n e r product and t h a t m-1 ( _ O R ( P , ) = 0 , i=0 L 
where R(P^) deno tes the range of P^„ Then the i t e r a t i v e scheme ( i d ) 
w i l l converge to the s o l u t i o n of Ax = B. 
Proofs S i n c e for each t , P^ i s an or thogonal p r o j e c t i o n wi th 
r e s p e c t to a g i v e n i n n e r p roduc t , t hen , us ing the norm g e n e r a t e d by t h a t 
i n n e r p roduc t , one has 




 (- -\ 




n R ( P k + J = { ° \> i=0 K 1 L
where k i s an i n t e g e r g r e a t e r than or equa l to zeroo Also the P^ 
a r e o r thogona l p r o j e c t i o n s w i t h r e s p e c t to a g i v e n inner p roduc t . Thus 
Theorem 204 a p p l i e s and one has 
m-1 
I n P . + i | | < 1 i=0 k1
for k > Oo Define a a s 
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m-1 a = Max i |  n P. |  : 0<k < m-lf. 
i=0 k+1 
Note that a < 1. Now since P.. = P. one has 
t+m t m-1 
n P..JI < a < 1 i=0 t+1 for all t > 0. Thus Theorem 202 applies and the iterative scheme (l . l ) 
convergeso 
The following two corollaries show how the last theorem can be 
used to test for convergence of a projective iterative scheme. 
Corollary 2.5.1; If A is a positive definite Hermitian matrix, then 
the P associated with the Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme for solving 
the system Ax = B are A-orthogonal and the Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme 
convergeso 
Proofs Recall from Example I, Chapter I, that the P associated 
with the Gauss-Seidel scheme are given by P^  = I - C^ A where for 0 < t < n - 1, 
! 0 (i 
•f ~ - - • 
8 
1
 1 0 1 
g a 
t+it+i s 0 ! 0 
s 
n-t-H 
and for t > n, 
C. = C t t mod n 
Now let t be such that 1 < t < n. 
It can be easily seen (recalling the expression for C^^A 1° Example 
Chapter I) that for a vector x 
(2.1) P t - l X = 
kt-l 
-7 ^ x -
j=l tt 
vt+l 
Thus the range of Pt__> R ( p t _i )? consists of vectors of the form on 
the right above. 
It will now be shown that the above p ^_i' s > 1 < * < n, a r e 
A-orthogonal» This will be true if 
(x - P x)*AP t - 1x = 0 . 
It is easily seen using (2d) that 
x - P t - 1 x = a t t 3 
o 
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Again using (2d) it is easily seen that 
A P t - l X 
I a lk X k " I 
k=l 
k/t 
k = l 
k=l 
j=l 








H 3nkXk Ij 
a .a. . 
nt t j 
att 
Note that the t**1 element of AP^  x^ turns out to be zero. But all 
of the elements of x - P x^ are zero except the t ^ . Thus 
(x - P t_ 1x)*AP t_ 1x = 0 . 
Hence P^_1 is A-orthogonal for 1 < t < n. For t > n, P^  = P^  
for some j < n - 1, so P is A-orthogonal for all t > 0. 
It will now be shown that f\ R(P. ,) = {0 ] . Note that the i th 
i = l 
component of a vector in R(P^  )^ is of the form 
-Y !n x. A ' " J 
3fi 
Now suppose that x is in f\ R(p. , ) . 
i=l 1 " 
1 < i < n, and hence 
Then x is in R(P. ,) for 
i-l 
Then for 1 < i < n , 
n 
a. . 
c. + Y x. = 0 
i L a,, j 
j=l 
j - l 1 1 
or 
a.,x, + ) a..x. = ) a..x. = 0 
i i i L i j j u i j j j=l j=l 
But these are just the equations that make up the system 
Ax = 0 . 
Therefore, since A is non-singular, x = 0. Thus one has that the 
are orthogonal projections with respect to the same inner product, 
the one generated by A, and that 
i=0 
Also P., = P. for all t > 0. Thus by Theorem 2*5 the iterative t+n t — 
scheme ( l . l ) , which in this case turns out to be the Gauss-Seidel itera­
tive scheme, converges to the solution of Ax - b. 
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Corollary 2.5.2s If A is a Hermitian positive definite matrix, then the 
block Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme associated with the system Ax = E 
converges. 
Proofs For this scheme the matrix A is partitioned in the form 
Air **A1N 
AN1***ANN 
where A^ is square and non-singular for 1 < i < N. Recall from Example 
II, Chapter I, that the projections for this method are given by 
P t = I - C A , 
where for 0 < t < N - 1 , 
c t • 
(p. = / v., where v. is the number of rows in A..) and for t > N, 
j=l 
C t ~ C t mod N 4 
It will now be shown that P^  ^ is A-orthogonal for all t, 




where each x^  has the same number of components as has rows or 
columns. It can easily be seen recalling the expression for C^_^ A i n 
Example II, Chapter I, that 
(2.2) Pt-l X = 
V l 
"I A^X ttAtjXj 
j=l 
vt+l 
In order to show that ^ is A-orthogonal, it must be shown that 
It is easily seen using (2.2) that 
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x - P x = 
- 1 . -
x. + > A . " A . , x . 
t L t t t j j j= l 
0 
Again u s ing (2.2) i t i s e a s i l y seen t h a t 
A P t - i x • 
Z A i j x j z 
j = l 
j= l 
A l t A t t A t j x j 
j = l 
I A t i x i - I A t t A t t A t j x j 
j = l 
I AN j x i " I A N t A t t A t j X j 
j = l 
Note t h a t t he t t b b lock of AP^ ^x t u r n s out to be z e r o . But a l l 
the b l o c k s of x - P^ ^x a r e zero excep t the t . Thus 
( x - P X)"AP x - 0 
Hence P .^ ^ i s A-orthogonal for 1 < t < N. Now for t > N P^ = P^ 




It will now be shown that 0 R ( p i_i) = 1° J - H e r e R^ Pi-l^ 
i=l 
denotes the range of ^. From (2.2) one has that the i ^ block of 
the N-blocked partition of a vector x in the range of P^ _^  ^ s °^ ^ e 
form 
N 
- V A 7 : A . . x . , j=i 
where the x. are the blocks of the N-blocked partition of x. Now 
3 
N 
suppose x is in f\ R(P. , ) . Then from the above 
i=l c. = - Y A 7 : A . .x. , 1 < i < N . 
l L i i i j 3 -j=l 
Then for 1 < i < N, 
N 
<. + y a~}a. . x . = o, 




A . . x . + y A . .x. = y 
i i l L 13 3 L 
A . . x . = 0 . 
i j J 
j=l j=l 
But these are just the blocks of equations that make up the system 
Ax = 0" . 
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Therefore, since A is non-singular, x = 0. 
Thus one sees that the are orthogonal projections with respect 
to the same inner product, the one generated by A, and that 
N-l
 r . 
i=0 
Also p t + N = p t f ° r a H t > 0. Thus by Theorem 2.5 the iterative 
scheme ( l . l ) , which in this case is the block Gauss-Seidel iterative 
scheme, converges to the solution of Ax = b. 
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CHAPTER III 
NORM REDUCING METHODS 
In the general setting it is difficult to get anything more than 
vague or general results concerning the behavior of projective iterative 
schemeso However, by restricting discussion to a particular class of pro­
jective iterative schemes, considerable knowledge may be gained about the 
behavior of these special methods. This concluding chapter deals with 
one such class of projective iterative schemes, those which are norm 
reducing schemes0 The behavior of such schemes can be studied in greater 
detail than that of projective schemes in general. 
Definition 3ol; A norm reducing projective iterative scheme is a projec­
tive iterative method of the form (l . l ) for solving the system Ax = b 
such that the error vectors at each iteration, denoted by s^ +^  = u-x^^ 
where u is the solution of the system, satisfy the relation 
Hst+l" - 'M " t * ° ' 
for some fixed norm. 
The method of steepest descent and the conjugate directions itera­
tive schemes? Examples III and IV in Chapter I, give examples of norm 
reducing iterative schemes0 
General Discussion 
The discussion in this chapter deals with elliptic norms, i . e 0 , 
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|y||G = (y*Gy) 1 / 2 
where G is a positive definite Hermitian matrix.. In addition to this 
restriction the discussion will further be restricted to deal only with 
those norm reducing schemes of the form of the general method given in 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1; Let u be the solution of Ax = b and Y be an nxk^ 
(l £ -^t - n' m atrix with k^  linearly independent columns. Consider 
the scheme 
where (i) v^ = (Y GY ) Y t G s t ? where G is a positive definite 
Hermitian matrix and = u -
and (ii) C. is a matrix which satisfies 
Then the scheme (3.1) is a norm reducing (with respect to the norm 
generated by G) projective iterative scheme^ 
(3.1) t v t = x t + C t (B - Ax t) 
Ct(b - Axt) = Ytvt . 
and 
C t = Y ^ ' C Y ^ ^ C A 
for all t > 0. 
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Proof: Define the function f(y) for vectors y by 
f(Y) = lis, - Y ty||G 2 = ( I t - Y t y)'G(i t - Y t y) . 
Note f(0) = |JS.(-IIQ« Now one minimizes f(y). In order to do this one 
lets 
y = (Y t *GY t ) J 1 Y; G I T + wt 
((Y*GY )^ ^ exists by Theorem 1.3). The following computations result 
from substituting the above expression for y in f(y) and simplifying, 
using the fact that 
((Y*GY t) _ 1)* = ((Y'GY^.)*)"1 = (Y'GY^.)"1 
and Y * » = Y t . 
I^Gi t - y*Y»Gst - i»GYty + y ' Y ^ y 
\ G \ - ^ G , Y t ( ( Y t G Y t r l ) % G i t -
+ I * G * Y T ( ( Y * G Y T ) - 1 ) * Y ^ Y t ( Y ^ G Y T ) 
+ s * G * Y T ( ( Y * G Y T ) " 1 ) * Y * G Y t i t + 5 * Y * G F T _ ( . J " ^ ' G ^ 
f (Y)= S^Gf t - s ' G Y ^ Y ' G Y ^ Y ^ - ^ J * T +SjVj3Y t« t 
- s - G Y ^ Y j G Y ^ ^ Y ^ - I»GY tw t + s ^ 3 Y ^ ( Y * G Y ^ ) ~^ Y*Gs^  
+ ^V t (Y T ^Y t ) - 'Y t »GY tS t + w ^ Y t ( Y ; G Y T ) " 1 Y * G ? t 




f (y) = i t"Gl t - w*Y*Git + ^fjGY t5 - i^Y t (Yj3Y t )- 1 Y^3s t 
* VVt + St G Yt"t + wt Yt G st 
(3.2) f(y) = s*Gst - I 'GY^Y'GY^-^G^+w'Y'GY^ 
Now Y^ .GY^ . is a positive definite matrix,, by Theorem 1.3, so 
w*T*GYtwt > 0 with equality only when w = 0. But note that f(y) 
depends only on w^  as everything else is fixedo Thus f(y) is mini­
mized by choosing w = 0$ i . e 0 , for 
Y • (vj3Yt)_1Y^It • 
But this is the defined in the hypothesis of the theorem. Therefore, 
f(vt) < f(y) 
for all y including y = 0. But f(0) = ||st||2. From (3.1) 
It - Y t v t » U - (x + Y vt) - u - x = I . 
Thus, 
K+lllG "
 8t+l68t+l " {st " Vt^t - Vt) = H\} 
and 
Hst+1IIG2 • f(vt) < f(0) - ||itHG2 
In fact, from (3.2)5 since w = 0 for y = v^  
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or 
IMG' - • W t ^ O ' ^ t . 
Now C t(b - Axt) = Y v by hypothesis and b = Au„ Thus 
Y tv t = Ct(Au - Axt) = C tA(U-x t) = C t A? t . 
Hence, 
C tAs t = Y ^ Y ^ ) " ^ . 
But this must hold for all s^  so that 
C tA - Y (YjSY r 1 ^ 
Therefore, 
C t - Yt(Y*3Y J^Y^SA-
Now from (3,1) p 
x\ = x. + C (b - Ax.) = (I - CJ'x, + Cb t+1 t t t x t t 
Thus (3.1) is a projective iterative scheme if I - CA is a projec­
tion,, Note that 
I - CtA - I - Y t(Y*GY tr\'G . 
Thus by Theorem 1.4, I - C^ .A is a projection, and hence (3.1) defines 
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a norm reducing projective iterative scheme* This completes the proof„ 
Note that the above method is feasible only if the C^'s are 
-1 
determinable without computing A , i 0 e , ? a matrix can be easily 
found to satisfy the relation 
There are5 however, several ways to make the scheme (3-1) usable, and 
the remainder of this chapter explores these methods and the behavior of 
the resulting iterative schemes0 Basically all the methods used employ 
a choice of G which makes it easy to compute V, in terms of Y or 
puting the Y .^ 
The following corollaries give schemes resulting from various 
choices of G and restrictions on Y ,^ Later the choice G = A when 
A is a positive definite Hermitian matrix will be consideredo 
Corollary 3ol°ls The iterative scheme 
else using a G where G 1 is known3 choosing the V. and then com-
(3.3) V l " ( I * Yt(Yt*A*AYt)^Y*A»)xt + Y^A'AY^^Y'A'b 
is a norm reducing projective iterative scheme and 
= r* AYt(Y*A AY
 L) t 
where = B - Ax^ . is the residual vector. 
Proofs First note that r. = As, so that 
r*AYt(Y*A*AYt)"1Y*A*rt = s*A*AY (^Y*A*AY )^ "°"'"Y*A*As'^  
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Using this fact,, the conclusion of this corollary is just that of Theorem 
3ol with G = A*A0 
Corollary 3olo2s The iterative scheme 
(3.4) x t + 1 = (I -A*Vt(V*AA*Vt)'1vJ)xt + A*Vt(VjAA*Vt)"1V^b 
is a norm reducing projective iterative scheme and 
|stH2 s, .,11 = r*Vx(V*AAV)CTlV*? 't+1' t t x t t t Proofs First,, since = As^ ., note that 
Using this fact, the conclusion of this corollary is just that of Theorem 
3ol with G = I, and Y^  = A*V a^ (Note that with this scheme the 
are chosen and the Y^  are determined from them„) 
Corollary 3.1.3s The iterative scheme 
(3.5) t+1 f Gv. 
t H 
ytytGA b 
is a norm reducing projective iterative scheme and 
iMc - Hst+i"G 
s t » y t y Gs 
Yt G yt 
Proofs The conclusion of this corollary is just that of Theorem 
3.1 with Y t = y .^ 
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Corollary 3 0 1.4. The iterative scheme 
(3.6) t+1 
> t y t A 
y*A*Aytj x i
 Y t Y t 
1
 Y* A* AY t 
is a norm reducing projective iterative scheme and 
r II2 
t
 A A 
.2 
A*A 
r t A y t y t A r t 
- * * -YtA Ayt 
where r^  = E - Ax^  = As 0^ 
Proofi Using the fact that r^  = As^, one has 
r t Ay t y t A r t s*A Ay ty tA As t 
y»A*Ay 
y*A*Ayt 
This equation shows that the conclusion of the corollary is just that of 
Corollary 3.1.3 with G = A*A0 
Corollary 3.1.5: The iterative scheme 
(3.7) 
't+1 




 v; 5 
v*AA*v\ 
is a norm reducing projective iterative scheme and 
't+1' 
t_t X t 
= * A A * -
v^ AA v. t t 
where r^  = As^  - b - Ax^  
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Proofs The conc lus ion of t h i s c o r o l l a r y i s j u s t t h a t of C o r o l l a r y 
3 . 1 . 2 w i t h V t = v t . 
Behav ior of Schemes 
Before p roceed ing f u r t h e r w i th the behavior of c e r t a i n norm 
reduc ing p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e schemes, i t i s f i r s t n e c e s s a r y to s t a t e some 
i n e q u a l i t i e s which w i l l be used i n the succeeding theorems. 
Theorem 3 . 2 ( i n e q u a l i t y of W i e l a n d t ) g Let k(A) = ||A|| ||A""11| be the con­
d i t i o n number of t he m a t r i x A and x and y be any p a i r of orthonormal 
v e c t o r s , i . e . , x*y = 0, Define 1 to be an a n g l e which s a t i s f i e s 






 ~ < cos 0 x A Axy A Ay 
A proof of t h i s can be found In Householder 
Theorem 3 .3 ( G e n e r a l i z e d Wie land t I n e q u a l i t y ; ! If the v e c t o r s x and y 
e n c l o s e an a n g l e of not l e s s than <p? then for a r^yn-singular m a t r i x A, 
Ax and Ay e n c l o s e an a n g l e s a t i s f y i n g 
cot - ~ < k(A) c o t 
where a l l t he a n g l e s are t aken in t he f i r s t quadrant and k(A) deno te s 
the c o n d i t i o n number of AQ The angle a> satisfies the r e l a t i o n 
Defining the a n g l e V by the r e l a t i o n 
cot ™ - k(A) cot 
g i v e s t h e i n e q u a l i t y 
- . 2 
x"A*Ayl . 2 -*/ 
_ < cos* Y 
x*A Axy A Ay 
A proof of t h i s can be found i n Householder [ 7 J » 
Theorem 3 o 4 (The Kantorovich I n e q u a l i t y ) : Let A be a n o n - s i n g u l a r 
m a t r i x and k(A) be the cond i t i on number of A, Let x be a v e c t o r 
and d e f i n e 0 to s a t i s f y 
fl
 k ( A )
 " i ^ T 




* • ' > sin 
x A Axx (A A) x 
A proof of t h i s can be found i n Householder [ ' j , 
Now the behav io r of v a r i o u s norm r educ ing p r o j e c t i v e i t e r a t i v e 
schemes w i l l be s tudiedo 
Theorem 3 o 5 s Cons ider the i t e r a t i v e scheme (3*4) a s s o c i a t e d wi th the 
system Ax - b and r e c a l l t h a t the are nxnc^ ( l < < n) m a t r i c e s 
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such that the columns are linearly independent0 Let k(A) be the condi­
tion number of the matrix Ac Let $ be the first quadrant angle which 
satisfies 
sin ® = - — — o 
Then (i) the iteration (3o4) reduces the norm of the error vector 
= u - x.j.2 where u is the solution of Ax = E, and, in fact, 
Hs t + 1 l l < ||st|| cos Y , 
where cot = k(A) cot °9 
and (ii) if, further, r^  is contained in the space generated by the 
columns of V., then t 
H s t + 1 l l < 1 1 ^ I  — J ^ L 
k(A) 
Proofs Let P = I - C^ Ap where from (3. 
C. = A*V.(V*AA*Vj 
t t t t t 
It will now be shown that P is a self-adjo? projection. It 
is already known that P^  is a projection so it need, only be shown that 
i t is self-adjointo 
P* = (I * A*V (V*AA*V )"1V*A)* 
P£ = I* - A*(V*)*((V*AA*Vt)'1)*V*(A*)* 
P* = I - A*Vt((V*AA*Vt)*)_1V*A 
P* = I - A V (V?(A*) Vtvf)*)"1^ 
L t t t t 
P* = I - A*Vt(V*AA*Vt)_1V*A = P 
Thus P is self-adjointo 
Let w. = AP s^. o It will be shown that t t t 
Vi« 2 • 
st+1H2 - ||u - x t + 1 | | 2 
it+1H2 - llu - ( l - C t A ) x t - C t B | | : 
Note that b = Au0 
||It+1l|2 = \\u - x t - Ct(Au - Ax t ) | | 2 
It+1H2 = P t - C t A s t|| 2H|a-C rA)5 t|| 2 st+1ll2 - llPtitH2 = ^ tVt " . :»t 
Note that As^ . = and r* = s*A*0 Therefore 
i t + 1H 2 = r^AAV^t " rt ( A A , , )" wt ' 
It will now be shown that w^  is orthogonal to the columns of 
This will be true if w*V^  = 0. 
**V t = s;Pt»A*Vt = s*PtA«Vt 
5»Vt = s«(l -A*V t(V t*AA»V t)- 1V;A)A\ 
= s * A \ - s*A*VJ.(V*AA*Vi)"1V*AA*Vi 
t t t t t t t t t t 5Jv - s*A*vt - ,;A«VI = 0 
Thus w^  is orthogonal to the columns of V^ , 
It will now be shown that 
r^AA*)" w*(AA*) ^ 
0 = s*P.s. -s*P.P+s. = (s* -s*P.)P.s. t t t t t t t t t t t t 
since P. = P .P . . Note that P A = P* and wA - AP.s., t t t t t t t t 
0 = (s» - s*P*)A*(A*)"1A"1AP+s+ = (s*A* - i y V H A A * ) " ^ . 
" t t t t t t c t t 
But r* = s*A* and w* = s*P*A*0 Therefore 
0 = (r* - w'HAA*)"1^ = ^ ( A A * ) ' 1 ^ - W ^ A A V 1 ^ , 
or 
r^AA*)" 1 ^ = w^AA*)""1^ 
Now an expression will be developed for the ratio 
- i i 2 
Note that r^  = As^  so that s^  = A ^"i 
It was shown previously that 
ti t + 1H 2 = ^(AA-)"1^ 
Thus, 
Pt+1l|2 (^AA*)"1^ 7*(AA*)-1wt 5J(AA»)_1WT 
ST||2 R^ AA")"1? R"(AA»)_1R (^AA*)"1^ 
But w*(AA*) ^wt = r*(AA*)~^wt» Note that this implies that both 
quantities are real since the first one is., Hence? 
Iit+1ll2 (^CAAVV |It||2 R*(AA*)_1?T W*(AA*)~*VI^  
or 
Ht+1ll2 I ^ U A V V 
|I tH 2 F«(AA*)-1?t5*(AA*)_1WT 
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Applying the generalized Wielandt inequality, Theorem 3.3, if the angle 
between r^ . and w^  is at least q>f, then 
^±li < cos Y , 
I I I t l l -
where Y is a first quadrant angle such that 
cot = k(A) cot ^- . 
Now w^. is orthogonal to the space generated by the columns of 
and hence makes an angle of with i t . Let q>, 0 < <p < , be 
such that 
sin <p = 
Then — - q> is the angle between r^  and the space of V^ .. Thus 
since w^. makes an angle of - j - with the space of V^ . and r^ . makes 
an angle of "2" " <P with that space, the angle between and w^ . 
cannot be less than - 5 - - ( - 5 — <p) = <p. Hence, taking <p' = <p, 
< llstll COS V, 
where cot ^ - k(A) cot . This proves (i). 
Now suppose r^  is contained in the space generated by V^ .. 
Then the angle between r^  and the space of is zero. Hence, 
(p = . Therefore, 
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cot -|- = k(A) cot ^- = k(A) 
Now 
cos V = cos2 ^ - sin 2 ?jf = sin 2 ^ (cot 2 - l) 




1 1 1 
2 \£ . 
CSC £ 1 
• .2 + cot I 
2 
1 + (k(A))2 
(k(A))2 - 1 k(A) k(A) " k(A)J 
(k(A))2 + 1 k(A) 'k(A) +
 k(A) 
or 






W ^ " V ^ 
1 + 1 1
 k(A) + ^ RAT 
This proves (ii) 
Corollary 3.5.1; Consider the scheme (3.7) associated with the system 
th Ax = b where the v^ . are chosen so that at the t stage v^ . is 





 <- C1 • .-5} (k(A))'J 
Proof: Since e. is chosen so that Ir*e.I is maximum, 
1 t i' 
r. e. 
1
 t 1 
= r t"» 
Now 
n||rtl|^ = n [~ max |r*| 
[_1 < i < n 
i th 
where r^  is the i component of r^ .. But 
max |r, 
K i <n ii2 i=l ii2 | F t H 2 
Therefore 
so that 
n||? tl£ > ll?tl|2 
since | r j V | = U I - J ^ . Also, 
i*AA*?. = ||A»?.||2 < ||A*||2 Hi". ||2 . 
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But ||A*|| = ||A||, and \\e.\\ = 1. Thus, 
i*AA'i. < ||A||2 . 
But = A r^^  so that 
Ptll - llA_1?tll < IIA"1!! FtH, 
or 
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|s. | | 2 e*AA*e. 
1
 t 1 I I 
Thus, using the above results, 
't+11 < 1 - if/ 
n 
| s t H 2 " ||s t|| 2 " - " 2 -
< 1 - IItll2 
nllA"1!!2 | |s t | | 2 ||A||2 
-1 , Therefore, since k(A) = ||A | 
I s t + 1 l ! 2 < l|itH2 1 - n(k(A))U 
Corollary 3.5.2; Consider the scheme (3.7) associated with the system 
Ax = E, where v^ . is chosen so that |v^| = e, where e is a vector 
with all its elements one and 
i = l 





Proof: Using an elementary inequality along with the hypothesis, 
one has 
K ? t > 2 -
n ~ " n ~ 
V Ir 1! V Ir 1! L | r t ' L , r t ' _i=l >-1 K l i=l 
ii2 
or, recalling the definition of | | r j | , 
i i 2 | r t H 2 
i=l 
Now s^  = A "^r^  so that 
|itll < HA"1!! IP tl 
Thus, 
' * ' " *" ' H A " 1 
Also since ||A || = ||A|| , 
v * A A \ - ||A«v t||2 < ||A*||2 ||v | | 2 - ||A||2 | |v t | | 2 
But 
| v t H 2 
n n 
1 2 = n. 
i=l i=l 
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i i | rt' i - i, Vt = — rt = | rt' rt 
if r* f 0, and 
1 1 , i i I 
Vt = l rt = | rt if r* = 0, for each i, 1 < i < n. Thus, 
vt*rt - I | r * | - 11^ . 
1 = 1 
Corollary 3 . 5 . 3 ; Consider the scheme (3 .7 ) associated with the system 
Ax = 5 , where v^  is chosen equal to r ,^ the residual vector. Then 
at each stage 




 - mr 
cos e = y-*- , 
k(A) +
 m 
where k(A) is the condition number of the matrix A. 
Proof; Note that Theorem 3 . 5 applies with = r .^ Thus r^  
is contained in the space of and from Theorem 3*5, 
1 
k(A) -
k . J I < L I S 
t+i" ^ | | = , t " . i 
k(A) +
 icTAl Let 0 be such that 0 < 0 < -S- and 
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cos 6 = 
k(A)




|st+l" - "M C0S ° ° Corollary 3o5.4; Consider the scheme (3D7) associated with the system Ax = b, where vt is chosen equal to r"t, the residual vector. Then 
(i) IPtll < lls0[I cos1 8 , (ii) ||rtl| < k(A)|frt|| 008*6 = ||?0|| cof § 008*9 , 
and (iii) ||rt+1|| < \\t±\1 cot 6 , where © is such that 0 < 9 < * and 
cos 9 = 
k(A)
 • mj 
k(A) +
 khj 
Proofs (i) This result will be proved by induction. For t = 1, by Corollary 3.5039 
Isjll < IISQII cos 
Now the result is assumed for t = ko For t = k+lp using Corollary 
3o 5 • 3 Y 
< \\\\\ cos 9
 0 
Applying the induction hypothesis yields 
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W - 1 1 s o " c o s k e c o s 9 = ^ o 1 1 c o s k + 1 6 
H e n c e t h e i n d u c t i o n i s c o m p l e t e a n d c o n c l u s i o n (i) holdsc 
( i i ) N o t e t h a t r " t = B - Ax^  = As^. T h u s 
l|r tl| = ||As tl| < B A D ||Itl| . 
— - 1 — 
A l s o f r o m t h e a b o v e w i t h t = 0, s Q = A r Q . T h u s ||s0|| = H*-1^ < HA"1!! p0|| . 
T h e r e f o r e , u s i n g t h e r e s u l t of (i), 
Hrtll < llAll ||iti < ||A|| ||I0|| 005*6 < OAK IPQI  cos1 6 . 
-li 
B u t k(A) - [|A| I I A I I , s o t h a t 
I P U < k ( A ) | | ? 0 | | c o s 1 6 
Now 
k ( A ) -
+ 2 G 




I + cos e 
k ( A ) + 
. 2 0 1 - cos e sin 2 k(A) 1 
e h k t r r 
S i m p l i f y i n g g i v e s 
cot 2 e 
[k(A) 
+ ^ + k ( A ) -_^-J [k(A) • 1 k(A ] 
1 < ' [ k ( A ) + m ] [ k ( A ) + m - k ( A > + m i 
OR 
C O T 2 | = ^ A I = ( K ( A ) ) 2 
THUS 
COT 2 = K(A) • 
THEREFORE, 
HRTI  < i m C O T I C O S T 9 
(III) FROM (3.7) THE SCHEME UNDER CONSIDERATION HERE IS 
AX 
t+1 
R^AA% AX. + ~ 1
 R?AA*R. 
Ft+i =b " Axt+i =(b - Av -rt rt A A rt 
\\Ttf AA\ 
Ir II2 = r* r" 1




,2 \\rtf**tM*-rt IF tH 2 F»AA^ t 
| r t+ l H r t r t " -«„ ,* - " -» . .« -rtAA r t rtAA r t 
||rtH4fjAA,AA»Ft 
5 9 5 5 IPJI^^AA*)2?, |rt+l" = " ft" " " »Ft" + V 2 1 t t t (?»AA*7 ) 2 
Therefore, 
lt+l" r*r t ^ ( A A * )
2 F t 
(F*AA*rt) 
- 1 
Applying the Kantorovich inequality, Theorem 3.4, one has 
(?*AA»r t)2 
> sin 6 o 
r^AA*) 2 ^ " 
Therefore, 
Ir ||2 , rt+l" , 1 . 2 f l . 2^ ft < — - 1 = esc 0 - 1 = cot 6 . 
l?tH2 " sin 2 e 
Thus, 
Ft+iH2 < FtH2 cot 2 e , 
or 
ll?t+1ll < l|rtJ| cot 6 . 
This completes the proof. 
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The Case, "A Is Positive Definite." 
Now it is assumed that the matrix A, in the equation Ax = b, is 
a positive definite Hermitian matrix. Then the natural choice for G is 
G = A. With this choice the norm used is 
The remaining theorems deal with the iterative schemes resulting from 
this choice of G. 
Theorem 3.6; Consider the system Ax = b, where the matrix A is 
positive definite and Hermitian. Then the scheme 
*t+i - \ + Yt(YtAYtrl Y*(B - AV 
is a norm reducing projective iterative method« (Recall is an 
nxk ,^ 0 < < n, matrix whose columns are linearly independent. Also, 
the system is norm reducing in the sense of ||8||^-) Further 
II \"A - K\ + 1 » A 2 " WYt*AV~\*Ft > 
where is the residual vector. 
Proof: Note that A = A* and r^  = As^. Thus, 
sjAY^Y'AY^"1 Y*Ast = ^ ( Y ^ ) " 1 ^ . 
Using this fact and applying Theorem 3.1 with G = A, one obtains the 
conclusion of the theorem. 
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Corollary 3o6.1; Consider the iterative scheme 
y +y!(s - AX) 
( 3
-
8> Vi = "xt + 
associated with the system Ax = E, where A is a positive definite 
Hermitian matrix and y, is chosen to be a natural unit vector e. which 
7 t 1 
maximizes l®*r-J over the possible choices of i. Then 
L | S T + L « A <- H«T«A t1 " N K T A L J > 
where k(A) is the condition number of A. 
Proof: Let r* denote the i**1 component of r .^ 
I * T « 2 - I, ^2<- I 
. , . , Kj<n 
J | 2
- N | 5 j T t | 2 
Thus, 
—*— i - t 
errti >-
Consider the functional f(x) defined by 
f(x) = e?x 
1 
From properties of linear functionals defined in this way, 
llfll = IM • 1 
But ||e\|| = 1 , so that ||f|| = 1. Now 
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eJVi. = |f(Ai.)| < ||f|| HAii'l ^  l|A" »ei" = 
Let P be a matrix such that A = P*P. (p exists since A is a positive definite Hermitian matrix.) Then 
l|itllA = (^Ast)V2 . (IJPV^)1/2 = I|P?T!|. 
Since s^ = A~*?t , 
l|itllA = l|Pst|| = IIPA-^II = UPCP*?)-1 !^! = IIPP-^ P*)-1 !^! , 
or IHtllA = II (pT1^!! < II(pV|| IFt 
But ||(p,)"1|| = Hp"1!!, SO that 
i - I  ^ "ST"A 
t
 IIP II 
Now using Theorem 3.6, where in this case = e^ , one has 
- * #- i i 2 
r^ e.e.r,. e.r. 
IT I I 2 l e I I 2 - t i i t _ ' i t e.Ae. e.Ae. i i i i
Therefore, 





 nflAll ' nllP'1!! Vpii * 
But ||P»P|| < IIP'H ||P|| = ||P||2. Thus 
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» | 2 I I " I I 2 , 
s J . - sxl1 . > nHf'IrllPlr n(k(P)) 
where k(p) is the condition number of the matrix P. It will now be shown that k(A) = (k(p))2. Let r (A) denote the spectral radius of A and 
0 r (A~*) denote the spectral radius of A"1. Then, using properties of 0 k(A) = ||A|| ||A_1H = r (A) r (A"1) = r (P»P)r ((p-p)"1) , 
0 0 0 0 
or 
k(A) - r (P*P) r (P^P*)-1) = r (P*P) r (P^P""1)*) 
0 0 0 0 Thus, 




IIVIHA <- IMA 
This completes the proof. 
1 -
n(k(A)) 
Corollary 3.6.2s Consider the iterative scheme (3.8) associated with the system Ax = b, where A is positive definite and Hermitian. The yt are chosen so that ly^ l = e, where e is a vector with all its elements equal to one, and 
Then 
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w h e r e k ( A ) i s t h e c o n d i t i o n n u m b e r o f t h e m a t r i x A . 
P r o o f : L e t P b e a m a t r i x s u c h t h a t A = P*P. ( P e x i s t s s i n c e 
A i s p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e a n d H e r m i t i a n . ) F r o m t h e p r o o f o f C o r o l l a r y 3 . 6 . 1 , 
o n e h a s 
-In II— l | i t l l A < l l P ' l l l l r t l l • 
N o w 
P t l l -
n 
E 13 
i = l 
i i 2 
1 / 2 
< - E 
i = l 
= r 
t » l 
i t h 
w h e r e i s t h e i c o m p o n e n t o f r ^ . T h e r e f o r e 
' t " A 
1 1
 I I P 
C o n s i d e r t h e b o u n d e d l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l 
f ( x ) = y £ x . 
F r o m p r o p e r t i e s o f l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l s d e f i n e d i n t h i s w a y , 
I I f B - l l v t l l • 
B u t 
fly*" -
1 / 2 _ 
" n 
E 1 2 
_ i = l 
1 / 2 
Thus ||f|| = */N . Now 
y«Ay t = | f ( A y t ) | < ||f|| | |Ay t | | < JN ||A|| | | y t l | =JZ\\K\\JZ. 
T h e r e f o r e , 
y * A y t < n||A|| . 
Nex t , a p p l y i n g Theorem 3.6 w i t h Y t = Y t y i e l d s 
„2 „2 *t?t*?t I'^t"2 
S t " A " , | S t + l " A " _ » . - " - » . -
V t A y t y t A y t 
Thus 
,2 J*tHi\ "MA2 . "MA2 
•MA - «*t+l«A ^SllAT ^  n||p^ „ |p-1|2 * n)|pl J|p|| ||p-l„ 
Therefore, 
Now recall from the proof of Corollary 3.6.1 that 
IH2 BP"1!!2 = MP))2 = M*> • 
Thus, 
- 1 « 2 * 
«WU2 * ^AI 1 - W A I T 
Corollary 3.6.3? Consider-the iterative schema (3.8} associated with 
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the system Ax = B", where A is positive definite and Hermitian. If yt is chosen equal to r^  at each stage, then 
where 9 is such that 0 < 9 < , and 
1 
n ill 
cos 9 = ^ 
q + i * 
where q = (k(A))^2. 
Proof: From Theorem 3.6 with = r^  one has r 
't+1 "A 
"MA2 i -r t W t 
—*A— —*A— stAst r Art 
using the definition of llstHA. Let P be a matrix such that A = P*P. 
-1-Then since s^  = A r^  , r r r r tttt 
r r 
1 1 1 
I-*- I2 ?t ( p* p )" 1Vt ( p , p ) 7t ' 
Now from the proof of Corollary 3.6.1, k(P) = (k(A))1^2 = q. Thus 
applying the inequality of Kantorovich, 1
 tt1 _* > sin2 9' , 
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WHERE 0 < 0• < | , AND 
COS 0• - . - . . 
k(p>+ m « + 5 
NOTE THAT COS 0 * COS 0* AND BOTH 0 AND 0' LIE IN THE FIRST QUADRANT, 
THUS 9 =0'. THEREFORE, 
Pt+1l|2 < Ptl|2 (1 - SIN2 e) = ||It||2 COS2 e , 
or 
ii*T+I»A ^ "MA COS 9 • 
COROLLARY 3.6.4: CONSIDER THE ITERATIVE SCHEME (3,8) ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE SYSTEM AX = B, WHERE A IS POSITIVE DEFINITE AND HERMITIAN. 
CHOOSE Y^  = R^  AND LET 0 BE DEFINED AS IN COROLLARY 3.6.3. THEN 
(i) < Hi0ll COT | COS* 6 , (ii) IPt0 < COT | COS* 9 ; 
AND (III) ||Rt+1H < ||?tH COS 6 . 
PROOFT (I) FIRST IT IS NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH THAT 
'MA 1 MA 9 ' 
THIS WILL BE DONE BY INDUCTION. FOR T = 1, APPLYING COROLLARY 3.6.3 
YIELDS 
"•A - "
so"a cos e • 
Now the result is assumed for t = k. Then for t = k + 1 one has, 
applying Corollary 3 .6 .3 , 
IV*A - fliA cos 9 ^  'Ma coskQ cos 9 = i"oflAcosk+l0 • 
This completes the induction and the result is established. Let P 
a matrix such that A = P*P. Then 
| | s 0 | | A = ( s ' A l / / 2 - ( i £ P * P i 0 ) V 2 = l |P i 0 l l < ||Pi||Is0l| 
P t l l = dP^Pst l l < Hp"1!! | | p i t | | = IIp^IK^pv1/2 
< l l P^IKi ' A i t ) 1 7 2 = IIp_1II Hit«A • 
and 
Therefore, 
-V < irstl|A < ||s-0l|A 00**6 < ||P|| ||I0|| cos* 8 , 
or 
l | i t l l < llPlI IIP"1!! I|i0ll cos* 9 . 
Now from the proof of Corollary 3 . 6 .1 , 




 1 + cos 6 _ Is + q +
 q
 ' Jt? + qj
 = 
+ 2 8 _   cos   in ' q ' H qJU ' q J _ 2g _ 2 
c o t
 3 " rr-cTi-B = r . npq + r q + Ii = 2 = q 
q q j q 
Therefore, 
|P|| HP"1!! - q - cot § 
|stll < l|s0H cot - cos e . 
This proves (i). 
(ii) Using the same P as in the proof of (i), 
"•A = "pIo" = 'lpA"lFo» • H P P ' 1 ( p * ) " 1 5 b " = IKp"x)%I 
< IKp'VII IPqII - Up"1!! F0II 
and 
lP tll - l|Altll - l|P*Pltll < IIP'II ||PltH • |P| ||ItHA . 
Thus, 
hr < P t l l A ,< l | s 0 l l A co.*e < Hp"1!! | |r 0 | |cos*9, 
or 
Ptll < lPlI IIP"1!! IPqII cos^ = fl? || cot § cos* 9 . 
This proves ( i i ) . 
(i i i) From the definition of the iteration (3.8), one has for 
t > 0 , 
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= x. + 
TTT ttt 
rt A Tt 
Thus, 
K A " r r t V t - Vttot 
r. .. = b - Ax.,. * b - Ax. - — = r. - 111 — 
t+1 t+1 t -r*^ t - * A 5 r 
Tt"t rt"t 
Now, since A is Hermitian, 
rt+lrt+l rt " 





v^t r r tt 
?&fo rt rtVt A* rt , r? rt Tt ?t^ A < A Ft 
r*Ar rt t et r»Art FjArt 
-*_ _*_ 
Vt - Vt -r^A?t (FjA?t)
2 
< V V V~tV-2?t - 1 
= r t+11 
Let P be the same as in the proof of (i) and consider 
(?*A?t)2 (r*P*Prt)2 V"tV-2rt v"tV>"p)2*t 
Applying the Kantorovich inequality, Theorem 3.4, with x 3 Pr yields 
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(?tA7t)2
 s , 2 „ 
> s i n 6 • 
—#.2— — 
rtrtrtA rt Therefore, 
ll?t+1H2 < l l ? t l | 2 \~12- - l l • IPtH2 (csc^ - 1) = ||?tH2 cot2 9 Lsin 9 J 
or 
l* t + 1ll < H*tll c o t 0 ' 
This completes the proof. 
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